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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a metrizable locally compact abelian group with a translation-
invariant metric d and with Haar measure m. Assume that there is a
 .  4decreasing countable open basis V at the identity 0 in G such thatn
 .  .am y q V DV rd 0, y ª 0 as y ª 0, where D denotes the symmetricn n
  . .difference, 0 - a - 1, and y g G. We say that G has property E . Ina1
w x7 Quek and Yap showed that the above condition is not unduly restric-
k k  .tive. Examples of groups that have these properties are R , T k G 1 , the
0-dimensional groups, etc.
 .  .Let Lip a , p and lip a , p denote the Lipschitz spaces defined on G. In
w x1979 Quek and Yap 7 proved a series of results concerning multipliers
1 .from L G to the Lipschitz spaces. In particular it was shown that
M L1 G , lip a , p ( Lip a , p , ) .  .  .  . .
where ( denotes that both spaces are isometrically isomorphic to each
other. In the same paper Quek and Yap also proved that
Lip a , p s L1 G )lip a , p s L1 G )Lip a , p . .  .  .  .  .
Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with identity of norm 1. In this
paper we show that the factorization result holds for the A-valued L p
p .  .spaces, denoted by B G, A . Moreover we prove that ) holds for the
* E-mail address: mattaykb@leonis.nus.sg.
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A-valued function space if A has the wide Radon]Nikodym property with
 .respect to the measure space G, S, m . In addition we give an example to
show that both this additional condition on A and A having an identity
 .are not necessary conditions for ) to be true.
w xIn 1986 Lai and Chang 5 proved that the space of translation-invariant
 1 . p ..operators B G, Y , B G, X is isometrically isomorphic to the space of
 p .. bounded linear operators L Y, B G, X , 1 - p - `. Here X and Y are
Banach spaces, with X satisfying the wide Radon]Nikodym property with
 . .  1 .  ..respect to G, S, m . We show that the spaces B G, A , lip a , p, G, A
  ..and L A, Lip a , p, G, A are isometrically isomorphic to each other.
 .This space can be further characterized as Lip a , p, G, A for a special
class of A.
The main results of this paper are summarized below:
 .A
lip a , p , G, A s B1 G, A )lip a , p , G, A .  .  .
s B1 G, A )Lip a , p , G, A for 1 F p - `. .  .
 .  .B If H satisfies the same conditions imposed on G stated above ,
then for 1 F p - `,
M B1 G, L1 H , lip a , p , G, L1 H ( Lip a , p , G, L1 H . .  .  . .  .  . .
1 .Note that L H can be chosen in such a way that it does not have the
 .wide Radon]Nikodym property with respect to G, S, m .
 .C In addition to the same assumptions, suppose further that A has
 .the wide Radon]Nikodym property with respect to G, S, m . Then for
1 - p - `, the following statements are equivalent.
 .  1 .  ..i T g B G, A , lip a , p, G, A .
 .   ..ii There exists a unique L g L A, Lip a , p, G, A such that
 .  . 1 .T f m a s fe) L a for all f g L G , a g A. Moreover the correspon-
dence between T and L defines an isometric isomorphism from
 1 .  ..   ..B G, A , lip a , p, G, A onto L A, Lip a , p, G, A .
The detailed statements of these results can be found in Theorems 2, 5,
6, 7.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let us first introduce the following important concepts. Throughout this
 .paper G, S, m will denote the measure space with S being the collection
 .of all Haar m measurable sets in the locally compact abelian group G.
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w x  .DEFINITION 1, pp. 1]2 and 10 . Let V, S, n be a measure space, n be
a non-negative measure defined on S, and X be a Banach space. A vector
 ` .measure c : S ª X is said to be countably additive if c D E sis1 i
`  .  4 c E in the norm topology of X for every sequence E of pairwiseis1 i i
`  .disjoint sets in S such that D E g S. If c E converges to 0 in normis1 i
 .whenever n E tends to 0, c is said to be n-continuous.
w x  .DEFINITION 1, p. 61 . Let V, S, n be a finite measure space. A
Banach space X is said to have the Radon]Nikodym property with respect
 .to V, S, n if for each n-continuous vector measure c : S ª X of bounded
variation, there exists a n-integrable g : V ª X such that for all E g S,
c E s g dn . . H
E
X is said to have the Radon]Nikodym property if it has this property with
respect to every finite measure space.
This property is intimately related to the structure of the Banach space
 w x .X. See Diestel and Uhl 1, pp. 217]219 . For example, if X is reflexive or
if X* is separable, then X has the Radon]Nikodym property. We would
now like to extend this definition to arbitrary measure spaces.
w x  .DEFINITION 4 . Let V, S, n be a measure space. We say that a
Banach space X has the wide Radon]Nikodym property with respect to
 .  .V, S, n if for every S g S with n S - `, X has the Radon]Nikodym
 .  .property with respect to n , where n E s n E l S for all E g S.s s
Example of spaces that have and those that do not have this property can
w xbe found in 1 .
w xDEFINITION 4 . If A is a Banach algebra and V and W are A-modules,
 .then Hom V, W will denote the space of all continuous A-moduleA
homomorphisms from V to W, that is, the space of all bounded linear
operators f : V ª W satisfying
f a¨ s af ¨ for all a g A , ¨ g V .  .
with the operator norm. Every continuous module homomorphism of V
into W is called a multiplier of V into W.
w xIn 1981 Tewari, Dutta, and Vaidya 9, Theorem 4 proved that if A is a
commutative semi-simple Banach algebra with identity of norm 1, then
M B1 G, A , B1 G, A ( M G, A , .  .  . .
 .where M G, A is the space of all bounded regular A-valued Borel
w xmeasures on G. In 1985 Lai 3 generalised the above result. He showed
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that if A is commutative with identity of norm 1, X a Banach A-module,
then
Hom 1 B1 G, A , B1 G, X ( M G, X . .  .  . .B G , A.
Furthermore if both X* and X** have the wide Radon]Nikodym prop-
 .  1 . p ..1erty with respect to G, S, m , then Hom B G, A , B G, X (B G, A.
p .B G, X , 1 - p - `.
w xIn 1985 Quek 8 showed that if X is an essential Banach A-module, A
a commutative Banach algebra with identity of norm 1, and X has the
 .wide Radon]Nikodym property with respect to G, S, m , then
Hom 1 B1 G, A , B p G, X ( B p G , X , 1 - p - `. .  .  . .B G , A.
If X is an essential Banach A-module, we see that Quek improved Lai's
result, since we know that X can be embedded as a closed subspace of
w xX** in the norm topology. Applying Theorem 2 in 1, p. 81 we see that X
will have the wide Radon]Nikodym property whenever X** has.
1 .3. MULTIPLIERS FROM B G, A TO A
LIPSCHITZ SPACE
1 .Now we would like to focus our attention on multipliers from B G, A
to vector-valued Lipschitz spaces. First we will define what is meant by the
 .  .vector-valued Lipschitz spaces lip a , p, G, A and Lip a , p, G, A .
< <  .  4For y g G, let y s d 0, y , and e will denote the approximaten
1 .  .identity in B G, A defined by e s ex rm V , where e is the identityn V nn
 .norm 1 of the commutative Banach algebra A, and x denotes the usualE
characteristic function of E.
p .  .  . 5For f g B G, A 1 F p - ` and d ) 0, define v f ; d s sup t f yp y
5 < < 4  .  .f : y F d , where t f x s f x y y .p y
DEFINITION. Define
Lip a , p , G, A s f g B p G, A : v f , d s O d a .  .  .  . 4p
lip a , p , G, A s f g Lip a , p , G, A : v f , d s o d a . .  .  .  . 4p
5 5The function defined bya , p.
5 5t f y f py
5 5 5 5f s f q supa , p. p a< <yy/0
is a norm in both Lipschitz spaces.
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 .The next proposition illustrates some basic properties of lip a , p, G, A ,
 w x.the proofs of which are similar to their scalar-valued counterparts see 7 .
 .  . 5 5PROPOSITION. i If f g lip a , p, G, A , then t f y f ª 0 asa , p.x
x ª 0.
 .  . 5 5ii If f g lip a , p, G, A , then f ) e y f ª 0 as n ª `.a , p.n
 .   . 5 5 . 1 .iii lip a , p, G, A , is a Banach B G, A -module with re-a , p.
spect to con¨olution.
 .  .;  .iv The relati¨ e completion lip a , p, G, A of lip a , p, G, A is
 .Lip a , p, G, A , where
; plip a , p , G, A s f g B G, A : f ) e g lip a , p , G, A and .  .  .n
5 5sup f ) e - ` .4a , p.n
It should be pointed out that those results that hold for the scalar-
valued Lipschitz spaces need not be true in their vector-valued counter-
parts. In many situations one needs to impose other conditions on the
Banach algebra A. We shall illustrate this in the next theorem.
THEOREM 1. If A satisfies the wide Radon]Nikodym property with respect
 .to G, S, m , then
M B1 G, A , lip a , p , G, A ( Lip a , p , G, A , 1 F p - `. .  .  . .
 1 .  ..  .  w x .Proof. In the scalar case, M L G , lip a , p ( Lip a , p . See 1 .
One crucial step in the proof of this result fails to carry over to the
vector-valued case, if one does not impose the above condition on A. The
 1 . p .. p .proof made use of the following: M L G , L G ( L G , 1 - p - `.
The vector-valued version is true if the Banach algebra A has the wide
 .  w x .Radon]Nikodym property with respect to G, S, m . See 8 .
One natural question arises. Is this extra condition on A necessary for
the two spaces to be isometrically isomorphic? We shall return to this
discussion later. Right now we shall establish some results which will lead
us to some factorization theorems without assuming the above condition
on A.
THEOREM 2. Let 1 F p - ` and let A be a commutati¨ e Banach algebra
with identity of norm 1. Then
 .  .i Lip a , p, G, A is isometrically isomorphic to a subspace of
 1 .  ..M B G, A , lip a , p, G, A ;
 . 1 .  .  .ii B G, A )lip a , p, G, A s lip a , p, G, A
1 .  .s B G, A )Lip a , p, G, A .
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 . w xProof. The proof of i is the same as the proof of Theorem 1.3 in 13 .
 .The isomorphism is given as follows: Let g g Lip a , p, G, A . Define a
1 .  .mapping T on B G, A by T f s g ) f. One can show that T gg g g
 1 .  .. 5 5 5 5M B G, A , lip a , p, G, A and that T s g .a , p.g
 .As for ii , the proof of the first equality is similar to its scalar-valued
w xcounterpart in 7, Theorem 3.1 . The second equality can also be estab-
w xlished in a way which is similar to the proof in 7, Theorem 3.1 by invoking
Theorem 2. Here we shall give a direct proof.
1 .  .Let f g B G, A and g g Lip a , p, G, A . We shall first show that
 .f ) g ) e is in lip a , p, G, A for each n. Let y g G with y / 0. Thenn
5 5 5 5t f ) g ) e y f ) g ) e s f ) g )t e y f ) g ) e .  . p py n n y n n
5 5s f ) g ) t e y e . py n n
5 5 5 5F f ) g t e y ep 1y n n
y15 5s f ) g m V m y q V DV . .  .p n n n
 .Hence f ) g ) e g lip a , p, G, A for each n.n
5 5 < <yat f ) g ) e y f ) g y f ) g ) e y f ) g y .  . py n n
5 5 < <yas t g y g ) f ) e y t g y g ) f y .  . py n y
5 5 < <yas t g y g ) f ) e y f y .  . py n
5 5 5 5 < <yaF t g y g f ) e y f y ª 0 as n ª `.p 1y n
p .This, coupled with the fact that f ) g ) e ª f ) g in B G, A , yieldsn
 .f ) g ) e ª f ) g in lip a , p, G, A . Hence, by the completeness ofn
 .  .lip a , p, G, A , f ) g g lip a , p, G, A .
Earlier on we have seen in Theorem 1 that if A is a commutative
Banach algebra with identity of norm 1 satisfying the wide Radon]
 .Nikodym property with respect to G, S, m , then
M B1 G, A , lip a , p , G, A ( Lip a , p , G, A , 1 F p - `. .  .  . .
We shall now show that A satisfying the wide Radon]Nikodym property is
not necessary for the isometric isomorphism to hold. We shall at the same
time show that A having an identity is not necessary. An example will be
given to substantiate the above claims.
The example we are going to construct depends on the following three
key results.
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 w x.THEOREM 3 Johnson 2, Theorem 3.2 . Let G and H be locally
1 1 ..compact abelian groups. Then B G, L H is isometrically isomorphic to
1 .L G = H .
wProof. A detailed proof of this result can be found in Johnson 2,
xTheorem 3.2 . A sketch of his proof will be given here to facilitate further
1 1 ..discussion. Let B be the subspace of B G, L H generated by ele-0
1 . 1 .  . .  .ments of the form ab , a g L H , b g L G , where ab x s b x a
1 1 ..for x g G. B was shown to be dense in B G, L H . For f g B ,0 0
n 1 . 1 .f s  a b , a g L H , b g L G , Johnson defined an isometric lin-is1 i i i i
1 .ear mapping L : B ª L G = H as0
n
Lf x , y s a y b x . .  .  .  . i i
is1
This map was shown to be well defined. Moreover Johnson showed that
 . 1 .L B is dense in L G = H . Then L was extended uniquely to an0
1 1 1  ..  .isometric linear mapping of B G, L H onto L G = H .
We shall now make use of this result to prove
THEOREM 4. If G and H are metrizable locally compact abelian groups
with Haar measures m and l, respecti¨ ely, then
lip a , p , G, L1 H ( lip a , p , G = H , C .  . .
and
Lip a , p , G, L1 H ( Lip a , p , G = H , C , l F p - `. .  . .
 1 ..  .Proof. By the definitions of Lip a , p, G, L H , lip a , p, G = H, C ,
 1 ..  .Lip a , p, G, L H , and Lip a , p, G = H, C , it suffices to show that
5  .  .5 5 5t Lf y Lf s t f y f for g g G, where L and f are defined inp pg g
the proof of Theorem 3.
Now
5 5 pt Lf y Lf .  . pg
< < ps t Lf x , y y Lf x , y d m = l .  .  .  .  .H g
G=H
pn n
s a y b x y g y a y b x dl y dm x .  .  .  .  .  . H H i i i
G H is1 is1
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by Fubini's Theorem.
5 5 p 5 5 p1t f y f s t f x y f x dm x .  .  .p H L H .g g
G
pn n
s a b x y g y a b x dm x .  .  . H i i i i
1G  .is1 is1 L H
5 5 ps t Lf y Lf , .  . pg
from above, proving the theorem.
THEOREM 5. If G and H are metrizable locally compact abelian groups
 .with Property E , thena1
M B1 G, L1 H , lip a , p , G, L1 H ( Lip a , p , G, L1 H . .  .  . .  .  .
Proof. Since G and H are both metrizable locally compact abelian
groups, it follows that G = H is also a metrizable locally compact abelian
 .group. Also G = H has property E . Soa1
M B1 G, L1 H , lip a , p , G, L1 H .  . . . .
( M L1 G = H , lip a , p , G = H , C .  . .
( Lip a , p , G = H , C .
1( Lip a , p , G, L H . . .
 1 .Now, we produce an example to show that for M B G, A ,
 ..  .lip a , p, G, A to be isometrically isomorphic to Lip a , p, G, A , A need
 .not satisfy the wide Radon]Nikodym property with respect to G, S, m .
 .  .EXAMPLE. Consider G, S, m s T , S, m where T is the circle group
with the usual topology. The Haar measure m is just the normalised
1 .  .Lebesgue measure. Define c : S ª L R to be c E s x . So c isE
countably additive.
5 5 5 5 < <c E s x s x x dm s m E . .  .  .1 1 HE E
T
1 .Thus c is m-continuous and of bounded variation. Suppose L R satisfies
 .the Radon]Nikodym property with respect to T , S, m . It follows that
1 .there exists a Bochner integrable g : T ª L R such that
c E s g dm for all E g S. . H
E
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` . 1 .Define an operator K : L R ª L R by
Kf s fg dm .H
T
 . w xBy Theorem 8 c in 1, p. 55 , K is a compact linear operator. Hence
  . 4 1 .  .K x : E g S is a relatively compact set in L R . But K x sE E
 .  4H g x dm s H g dm s c E s x . So x : E g S is relatively compact.T E E E E
 4Now we define a sequence of measurable sets E in S as follows: En 1
is the first half of T ; E is the first and third quarter of T ; E is the2 3
first, third, fifth, and seventh eighth of T , and so on. It is clear that
1 1 .  .  .  .m E s m T for all n and m E D E s m T where m / n.n n m2 2
Thus
5 5 < <x y x s x x y x x dm , n / m .  .1 HE E E En m n m
T
s m E D E .n m
1
s m T ) 0, .
2
 4showing that x has no convergent subsequence. This contradicts theEn
 4 1 . 1 .relative compactness of x : E g S in L R . Therefore L R does notE
 .have the Radon]Nikodym property with respect to T , S, m .
However, if we substitute G s T and H s R in Theorem 5, we see that
 1 1 ..  1 ...M B T , L R , lip a , p, T , L R is isometrically isomorphic to
 1 .. 1 .Lip a , p, T , L R , even though L R does not have the Radon]Nikodym
 .property with respect to T , S, m .
Remark. From this same example we observe that the above two spaces
1 .are isometrically isomorphic, even though L R does not have identity. In
other words A having an identity is not a necessary condition for the
isometric isomorphism to hold.
1 .At this stage we recall that if T is a multiplier of B G, A , then T is
translation invariant, that is, T commutes with translations. We also
remind ourselves that the converse is not true in general. In fact in 1981
w xTewari, Dutta, and Vaidya 9, Theorem 3 proved that if the dimension of
A is greater than 1, then one can always find a bounded linear translation
1 .invariant operator T of B G, A such that T is not a multiplier of
1 .B G, A . However, in 1986 Lai and Chang proved that both concepts are
equivalent in the following case.
w xTHEOREM 5, Theorem 1 . Let G be a locally compact abelian group and
1 . p .X a Banach space. A bounded linear operator T : L G ª B G, X , 1 F
p - `, is translation in¨ariant if and only if T is a multiplier.
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 1 . p ..Let X and Y be Banach spaces, and let B G, Y , B G, X denote
1 .the space of bounded linear translation invariant operators from B G, Y
p .to B G, X .
w xTHEOREM 10, Theorem 3 . Let X and Y be Banach spaces, with X
 .satisfying the wide Radon]Nikodym property with respect to G, S, m . Then
the following are equi¨ alent.
 .  1 . p ..i T g B G, Y , B G, X , 1 - p - `;
 .  p ..ii there exists a unique L g L Y, B G, X such that for all f g
1 .  .  .  .L G , y g Y, T f m y s T fy s f ) L y .
Later we shall examine the space of translation-invariant operators from
1 .  .B G, A to lip a , p, G, A . Let us first establish the following proposition.
 . 1 .PROPOSITION. Lip a , p, G, A is a B G, A -module under con¨olution.
Proof. In Theorem 2, we have
Lip a , p , G, A ) B1 G, A s lip a , p , G, A ; Lip a , p , G, A . .  .  .  .
So ) is well defined. We shall now show that
5 5 5 5 5 5 1f ) g F f g for all f g Lip a , p , G, A , g g B G, A . .  .a , p. a , p. 1
Now
5 5 5 5t f ) g y f ) g s g ) t f y f y / 0 .  .  . .p py y
5 5 5 5F g t f y f .1 py
So
5 5 5 5t f ) g y f ) g t f y f .  . p py y
5 5sup F g sup .1a a< < 5 5y yy/0 y/0
Hence
5 5t f y f py
5 5 5 5 5 5f ) g F g sup q f ) ga , p. 1 pa< <yy/0
5 5 5 5F g f .1 a , p.
1 .The other properties to be satisfied by a B G, A -module can be easily
verified.
THEOREM 6. Let A be a commutati¨ e Banach algebra with identity of
 .norm 1, satisfying the wide Radon]Nikodym property with respect to G, S, m .
Then for 1 - p - `, the following statements are equi¨ alent.
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 .  1 .  ..i T g B G, A , lip a , p, G, A .
 .   .. ii There exists a unique L g L A, Lip a , p, G, A such that T f m
.  . 1 .a s fe) L a for all f g L G , a g A. Moreo¨er the correspondence be-
 1 .tween T and L defines an isometric isomorphism from B G, A ,
 ..   ..lip a , p, G, A onto L A, Lip a , p, G, A .
1 .  ..Proof. Let T g B G, A , lip a , p, G, A .
1 .  .  . For each a g A define T : L G ª lip a , p, G, A by T f s T f ma a
.  .  .a . Now T f m a s T fa .
Since T is translation invariant, so is T .a
Now
5 5 5 5T f s T fa .a , p. a , p.a
5 5 5 5F T fa 1
5 5 5 5 5 5s T f a ,1
5 5 5 5 5 5so that T F T a . So T is bounded.a a
Hence
T g L1 G , lip a , p , G, A .  . .a
s Hom 1 L1 G , lip a , p , G, A .  . .L G.
; Hom 1 L1 G , B p G, A .  . .L G.
( B p G, A .
w xby 8, Theorem 9 . This particular isometric isomorphism ensures the
p . 5 5 5 5existence and uniqueness of an element g in B G, A with g s Ta a a
such that
T f s fe) g for all f in L1 G . .  .a a
 .In particular e ) g g lip a , p, G, A for all n.n a
Moreover
5 5 5 5sup e ) g s sup T e .a , p. a , p.n a a n
n n
5 5 5 5F sup T e 1a n
n
5 5s T - `.a
 .;  .Hence g g lip a , p, G, A s Lip a , p, G, A .a
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 .The mapping A ª Lip a , p, G, A defined by
L : a ¬ ga
is clearly linear; it is bounded since
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5L a s g s T F T a . . a a
5 5 5 5Thus L F T .
T and L are related as
T f m a s T fa s T f s fe) g s fe) L a . .  .  .  .a a
  .. X 1 .Conversely if L g L A, Lip a , p, G, A we define T : L G = A ªL
 .lip a , p, G, A by
T X f , a s fe ) L a . .  .  .L
This mapping is well defined since by Theorem 2.1,
B1 G, A )Lip a , p , G, A s lip a , p , G, A ; .  .  .
 . 1 .the map is continuous because Lip a , p, G, A is a B G, A -module by
the previous proposition. Bilinearity of T X is obvious. So by the universalL
property of tensor product, there exists a unique bounded linear operator
1 Ã .  .  .  .  .T : L G m A ª lip a , p, G, A such that T f m a s fe ) L a .L g L
5 5 5 5T f m a s fe ) L a .  .  .a , p. a , p.L
5 5 5 5F fe L a .1 a , p.
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F f e L a1
5 5 5 5s f m a L .1
Thus
5 5 5 5T F L .L
T is translation invariant sinceL
t T f m a s t fe) L a .  . .s L s
s t fe ) L a .  .s
s T t f m a .L s
s T t f m a for all s g G. .L s
 1 .  ..Hence T g B G, A , lip a , p, G, A .L
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5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5The first half of the proof shows that T G L . Therefore T s L .L L
 1 .  ..Thus every T g B G, A , lip a , p, G, A is of the form T for someL
  .. 5 5 5 5L g L A, Lip a , p, G, A with T s L . Hence the mapping L ¬ TL
  ..is an isometric isomorphism from L A, Lip a , p, G, A onto
1  .  ..B G, A , lip a , p, G, A .
 1 .  ..In some special cases B G, A , lip a , p, G, A can be characterized
further.
1 . 1 .THEOREM 7. If A s L H where H is discrete, and if L H satisfies the
 .wide Radon]Nikodym property with respect to G, S, m , then
 1 .  ..  .B G, A , lip a , p, G, A is isometrically isomorphic to Lip a , p, G, A . In
 1 .  ..particular if H is the tri¨ ial group, we ha¨e L G , lip a , p is isometrically
 .isomorphic to Lip a , p .
  . wThis result holds if m G - `, since it was shown in Diestel and Uhl 1,
x 1 . .p. 64 that L H satisfies the Radon]Nikodym property.
Proof.
B1 G, L1 H , lip a , p , G, L1 H .  . .  . .
( B1 G = H , C , lip a , p , G = H , C .  . .
( Lip a , p , G = H , C .
( Lip a , p , G, L1 H . . .
 4 1 4.If H s 0 , then L 0 ( C, showing that
1L G , lip a , p ( Lip a , p . .  .  . .
Remarks. The result for the scalar-valued case was proved in another
w xway by Quek and Yap 7, Theorem 2.1 . Before we end we shall exhibit yet
another way to obtain this result. This proof arises on substituting A s C
in Theorem 5.
 1 .  ..  .COROLLARY. L G , lip a , p ( Lip a , p .
Proof. Substituting A s C in Theorem 5 we have
L1 G , lip a , p ( L C, Lip a , p . .  .  . . .
To obtain the desired result it amounts to exhibiting an isometric isomor-
 .   ..phism between Lip a , p and L C, Lip a , p .
 .  .Let f g Lip a , p and define T : C ª Lip a , p byf
T a s a f , .f
5 5 5 5 < < 5 5T a s a f s a f . . a , p. a , p. a , p.f
5 5 5 5Thus T is bounded and T s f .a , p.f f
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  ..  .  .  .Conversely let T g L C, Lip a , p . Set T 1 s f , then T a s aT 1
 .   ..s a f s T a . Thus every T g L C, Lip a , p is of the form T , wheref f
 .  .  1 .  ..f s T 1 g Lip a , p . Therefore L G , lip a , p is isometrically isomor-
 .phic to Lip a , p .
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